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MISSION STATEMENT  
 
To support the on-going and consistent development of children, young people and family services through 

the identification and sharing of innovative practice and working with appropriate professional bodies 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
NPAG first established a national Children and Family Services Group in June 2009. There have been many 
developments for the group over the years and our 2015 / 16 Annual Report sets out our achievements over 
the last 12 months.   
 
The group continues to be seen by members as a valuable mechanism to share what is happening locally and 
hear what is going on across the country.  It enables us to learn from national Health Visiting and School 
Nursing leaders on what we are doing to make a difference.  Crucially it provides peer support and ‘time to 
think’. 
 
Over the last few years there has been a strong focus on Health Visiting and School Nursing and, in 2013, the 
group was re-launched as the NPAG Health Visiting and School Health Services Development Network.  This 
year, with a growing membership we reviewed and revised the group’s Objectives and Terms of Reference to 
better reflect the interests of our membership and to put us on a great platform for the future.  
 
John King  
NPAG  Facilitator 
 

CHAIR’S VIEW 
 
We have met four times this year and this gives a rare opportunity for thinking space, lively discussion and 
debate around issues concerning school nursing and health visiting. We value openness and honesty so those 
attending can get valued support and be able to exchange ideas and most crucially learn from one another. 
 
At recent meetings we have had speakers from the Department of Health who are very supportive of our 
group. We have discussed research and academia, for example a paper was brought to our July meeting on 
“What constitutes a new birth visit”; we have heard from health visitors shadowing practice in Bulgaria and 
Denmark, the e redbook, the MASH, new ways of working and innovative practice down to the practicalities of 
the tendering process. The different approaches to managing the significant changes most staff are involved 
with has also been useful. There are many more items of interest and everyone is able to share what speakers 
and topics they would like bringing to the group. We have a firm belief in not reinventing the wheel so polices, 
processes and best practice are shared. 
 
There is always time for members exchange on the agenda so anything can be brought to the table for 
discussion. 
 
I am writing this thinking why you wouldn’t want to join us! The value for money by having this opportunity to 
be both strategic and having practical thinking space should be protected.  
 
Why not come and see for yourself? 
 

Heather Murphy Joint Chair  

NPAG Health Visiting and School Health Services Development Network   
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TERMS OF REFERENCE – UPDATED FOR 2016 
 
Our Terms of Reference are regularly reviewed and updated and were completely revised earlier this year to 
place greater emphasis on the role of the group in seeking to influence national policy and national awareness 
and further clarify our desired outcomes: 

 To influence quality outcomes for children young people and families 

 To influence national policy and national awareness through partnership working with national 
organisations and professional bodies 

 To support the achievement of consistently improved performance and value for money by: 

Sharing information including, clinical and working practices, organisational developments, partnership 
working with external bodies/partners 

 To advise relevant national organisations and professional bodies through the partnership pathways of 
gaps within Health Visiting, School Nursing and the wider delivery of public health and care to influence 
research and development 

 To understand the original vision or intention behind government policy or guidance and disseminate 
this through the members organisations 

 To interpret new ideas regarding practice for fellow professionals 

 To develop, nurture and maintain relationships with relevant advisory and professional groups for 
example: 

Community Practitioner and Health Visitor Association, School and Public Health Nurses 
Association, Institute of Health Visiting, Department Of Health, Public Health England, NHS 
England 

 To respond to and take part in national and regional consultations 

 To develop a group/work action plan which considers the national agenda. 

 

MEETING VENUES 
 

To appeal to members from across the country our quarterly meetings have again been held centrally.  
 
This year we held two meetings in London and two in the Midlands. 
 

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
 

All presentation slides, notes and tabled documents are made freely available to Group members.  
 
The NPAGNetwork Facilitator maintains a library and register of all documents/papers for distribution upon 
request.  
 
These are also made available to members of other NPAG groups, with the agreement of the originator.  
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WHAT THE  MEMBERS ARE SAYING 
 

“As a member of the group from 2009 (I think) and a joint 
chair for most of those years I still really enjoy the meetings 
and the energy and enthusiasm it generates at each time! 
I never leave one of our meetings without learning something 
new. “ 
Linda Watson, Locality Manager, South Warwickshire NHS 
Foundation Trust 
 
‘Attending the NPAG meetings have enabled shared learning 
both at a practical, service delivery and commissioning level. 
Being able to discuss issues that affect community   services 
nationally has been invaluable as we are all at different 
stages in the procurement process. The NPAG meetings have 
a balance of school nursing and health visiting which is quite 
unique in our experience—really supports the 0-19 agenda.’ 
First Community Healthcare 

  
‘The growth in membership has allowed the group to agree honorary memberships to relevant professional 
bodies, these representatives now provide a wider perspective and add value to the discussions we have.’  
Heather Murphy, Joint Chair of the group 
  
  

WORKING TOGETHER 
 

The success of the group this year has been partly driven by developing and growing our network of contacts.  
 
Over the last year we have continued to keep in touch with Wendy Nicholson at Public Health England   We 
also established ties with the institute of Health Visiting (iHV) in an earlier round of meetings and have 
developed those this year. 
 
We have agreed to offer honorary membership of the group in 2017 to: SAPHNA, iHV and CPHVA. 
 
Our member from East London, Tatenda Chigodora has kept us in touch with her work in establishing close 
relations with the Danish municipality of Frederiksberg. 

 

2015 / 16:  
PRESENTATIONS 
 
Below is a summary of the excellent presentations that the group has received during the last year. 
 

NOVEMBER 2015 - LONDON 
 
Wendy Nicholson, Lead Nurse: Children, young people and families, Public Health England 
 
Wendy helped us kick off the year in great style! 
 
She updated members on the organisational and personnel changes since her last visit, the biggest being the 
move from DH to Public Health England (PHE).  Viv Bennett would head up a new team of which Wendy and 
Pauline Watts were to be part with new team member, Joanne Bosanquet. 
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Wendy’s role becomes development of 0-25 services.  Pauline’s focus is on Mental Health, Adults and Learning 
Disabilities.  Joanne is responsible for quality. 
 
Wendy explained that Regional events / networks are part of the new way of working and invited members to 
become involved. 
 
E-learning packages, she said  are being developed particularly aimed at assisting Health Visitors and School 
Nurses to write business cases / plans in a bid to gain greater funding and secure new bids. 
 
Engaging with dads is another high priority as is engaging with Local Authority elected members as LA’s play an 
increasing part. 
 
Other initiatives include: 
 Health Passport for YP 
 Immunisation programme 
 Digital Badges 
 New Obesity Strategy (in 2016) 
 Developing engagement with the Voluntary Sector. 
 
Wendy welcomed the relationship with the NPAG group and confirmed she would like to attend all meetings if 
possible.  Wendy was introducing eight part-time advisors to work across the Regions and she may invite them 
to play a part in liaison with the group. 
 
Health for Teens by Shinal Pancholi, Communications Project Officer, Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust 
(LPT) 
 
Previously the members had been briefed on Leicestershire’s ‘Health for Kids’ project. 
 
Health for Teens is an Award-winning, unique website and an NHS first, created especially for and BY young 
people, to complement and raise the accessibility of school nurses. 
 
The project is about empowering young people to learn and take ownership about their physical health and 
mental wellbeing. Shinal claimed it was designed to be fit for the ‘smart phone generation’. 
 
Health for Teens was co-designed with over 200 children and young people across Leicester, Leicestershire and 
Rutland. Numerous focus groups took place with them throughout the duration of the project.  Health for 
Teens introduces a new and different way for young people aged 11 -16 to learn about their health.  
 
The website was launched in March 2015 after a development programme of around 18 months.  It received 
48,000 page views and over 14,000 visitors.   
 
Shinal Pancholi   

Communications Project Officer   
 

Families, Young People & Children’s Services | Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust 

 

Mob: 07825 103581     Tel: 0116 295 1495      E-mail: Shinal.Pancholi@leicspart.nhs.uk  
  

mailto:Shinal.Pancholi@leicspart.nhs.uk
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FEBRUARY 2016 - LONDON 
 
At our February meeting our new members from RDASH updated the group on a range of initiatives at the 
Trust including: 
 
Single Point of Contact (SPOC) - Alison Evans CPE HV  

 The development came out of frustration and disruption with the large range of unplanned, random calls 
coming  in to the office 

 It separates planned care from unplanned care, provides capture of data for unplanned care, increases 
access into Health Visiting Services, supports an early opportunity for brief interventions, a window to 
entry into the health visiting service and an opportunity to capture instant client feedback. 

 The Trust operates Electronic Patient Records via SystmOne who helped set up the SPOC 
 The SPOC is operated by Health Visitors who work mainly in the SPOC  
 A good model to demonstrate to commissioners that there is early intervention taking place. 
 Next steps include looking at other forms of media to increase access to HVs. 

 

Asthma Project - Lynne Schuller Clinical Manager  

 Pilot project funded by CCG with aim of reducing A&E admissions (£30k) 
 School entry provides the opportunity to make a contact - parents identify their child as having asthma on 

the school entry questionnaire - a leaflet designed with supporting letter is then sent to these parents 
 Questionnaire and leaflet designed by RDaSH 
 When diagnosis is confirmed child is supplied with an ‘Asthma Box’ to store inhaler, spacer, asthma attack 

card, etc. 
 2 x ‘beacon’ schools being worked with – has significantly increased co-ordination with schools and 

parents 
 Have also developed an asthma App for secondary school children – ‘Inhale’ (available via iTunes and 

Google play). 
 

MAY 2016 - COVENTRY 
 
Presentation: Working with the iHV on measuring health visiting outcomes - by Ruth Hudson, of Virgin Care, 
currently on secondment to the Institute of Health Visiting  
 
As part of our developing relationship with iHV we invited Ruth to update us on her work and on the wider 
role of iHV.  This includes: 
 
 Supporting the development of universally high quality health visiting practice 
 So that health visitors can effectively respond to the health needs of children, families and communities 
 Enabling them to achieve their optimum level of health, thereby reducing health inequalities. 
 
This is how the iHV works by: 
 Strengthening professional leadership 
 Ensuring high quality and consistent education and training 
 Developing new national quality assurance processes 
 Creating a new strengthened research base. 
 
Ruth explained why the project looking at outcomes and evaluation in health visiting was initiated.  
She outlined the principal aims: 
 Review national research and policy documents  
 Collate useful information, tools and resources 
 Identify good practice examples 
 Develop resources for use in practice. 
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A national survey carried out in March 2016 discovered that Health Visitors are using a wide variety of 
methods and tools to collect information and evaluate practice. Less than 25% have developed outcome 
measures specifically for health visiting.  Almost 40% said they did not use outcome measures to evaluate 
practice. 
 
Against this background the survey sought to ascertain what would help HVs to evaluate and measure 
outcomes in practice? 
 
Ruth set out the next steps, which would include national publications, information, research and resources on 
iHV website and the development of an Outcomes Framework for Health Visiting & Toolkit for evaluation. 
 

SEPTEMBER 2016 – NEC BIRMINGHAM 
 
Child Health Clinics by First Community Health, Surrey by Jayne White, 
Clinical Lead for 0-19 Children’s Services, First Community Health and Care CIC 
 
Group member Jayne updated us on the development of 0-19 Child Health Drop-in Sessions.  The service was 
driven by a need to take a more ‘holistic’ approach, making best use of limited resources.  
 
The challenge was to design a model that achieved the requirements of the National Service Specification 
regarding mandated visits and which looked at alternatives to all contacts taking place at home.  Jayne quoted 
from the National Service Specification: 
 Advise on best practice in health promotion in the early years of childhood 
 Support parenting by providing access to parenting and child health information and guidance (telephone 

helplines, websites, NHS Direct, etc.), and information on Sure Start children’s centres and Family 
Information Services 

 Health promotion, raise awareness of dental health and prevention (ensuring that all children are 
accessing primary dental care services), healthy eating, injury and accident prevention relating to mobility, 
safety in cars and skin cancer prevention 

 Give health information and guidance. 
 
The approach that was taken in developing the Child Health Clinics was highly participative: 
 Discussion and planning of a new service delivery to increase accessibility of the 0-19 Team and health 

promotion messaging 
 Consultation with staff, parents and stakeholders 
 Task and finish group to develop the model and strategy to deliver 
 Delivery of the new model. 
 
There were a number of challenges to developing the new model including: 
 Change management and staff adapting to a new way of working 
 Engaging stakeholders 
 Communicating with families. 
 
But people could see the many opportunities that it would offer and progress has been pleasing: 
 Positive feedback from families 
 Consistency of practice and public health information 
 Improved quality of contact with parents 
 Improved accessibility for parents with older children. 
 
An update on the plans for Health Visitor week 26 – 30 September and the related Unite/CPHVA survey on 
'What is a health visitor?' by Rosalind Godson, Professional Officer, Health Sector, Unite the Union 
 
Ros explained the background to Health Visitor Week and the importance of continually reinforcing the 
message about the valuable role played by Health Visitors. 
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Britain is still unusual in its Health Visiting service – most of Europe (with the exception of Nordic countries) 
takes the view that it is parents alone who should bring up their children.  So, how do we explain (in 50 words) 
what a Health Visitor does? Health Visiting has had a boost in recent years but the birth rate has also 
increased.  How do we persuade those that control the budgets of the importance of the service?  We need a 
convincing narrative, especially at a time of change in the 
commissioning of services. 
 
Health Visitor Week is aimed at: 
 Health Visitors 
 People who work with Health Visitors 
 People who have received support from a Health Visitor. 
 
It is supported by many organisations: 
NSPCC, RCN, iHV, Best beginnings, Bliss, Cavell Nurses’ Trust, CAPT, 
Emma’s Diary, Lullaby trust, Henry, RCPCH, TAMBA, Unicef Baby 
friendly, Wavw Trust, 1001 critical days etc. 
 

OTHER KEY ITEMS DISCUSSED 
 

At the start of the round of meetings members identified the issues they wanted to address during the year: 
 Invite Wendy Nicholson to meetings 
 Feedback to Wendy / Viv Bennett our view of ‘unforeseen consequences’ of Government Guidance, etc. 
 Share CQC outcomes experience 
 Engage with Commissioners 
 Share Good Practice 
 Tap into national direction, taking part and feeding back 
 Presence on PHE Regional meetings 
 Maximise Fellows from iHV on the group 
 Action Plan to mirror national Agenda 
 Encourage speakers from our own membership 
 Use of expertise from within the group to respond to requests from DH etc. for input to consultations. 
 
All of these have been picked up during the course of the year and there are plans to continue the work as we 
enter our new meeting-round in December 2016 in London.  
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LOOKING FORWARD TO 2016 / 17 
 

The first meeting of the new round is to be held on 14 December at The Imperial Hotel in London.  This will 
allow an opportunity to reflect on our successes over 2015 / 16 and all the current changes and developments 
in the field. 
 
On the day, members will have the opportunity to discuss topics that are most important in light of the 
sweeping changes that are continuing across the NHS and agree some of the agenda items for the next three 
meetings.   
 

FURTHER INFORMATION & CONTACT DETAILS 
 
For further information about the Health Visiting and School Health DN please contact John King, Group 
Facilitator on 01245 544600 or e-mail: john.king@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk. 
 
For further information about the National Performance Advisory Group and its Benchmarking and Best Value 
activities, please contact the NPAG on: 
 
Telephone:  01245 544600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:john.king@npag.org.uk
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NPAG DEVELOPMENTS  
 
CPD Certification 
The NPAG is a member of the CPD Certification Service. The Health Visiting & School Services Development 
Network has received CPD approval for 2016-17. 
 
CPD Certification is a formal recognition of the contribution that membership of the NHS Sustainability Leads 
Network makes to members' continued professional/personal development.   
At the end of the annual round of meetings, members will receive certificates of attendance for all meetings 
attended during the year to evidence the contribution made as part of lifelong learning. 
 
NPAGNetWork  
The NPAGNetWork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups 
within the overall NPAG membership. Questions can be sent to the NetWork Facilitator who disseminates 
them across the NPAG membership. Responses are collated and returned to the originator and others who 
declare an interest in the question asked.  
 
NPAG Library 
The NPAG Library holds presentations from NPAG best value groups and conferences, together with policy and 
other documents sent in by members. Access to these items is via the NPAGNetWork Facilitator. 
 
NPAG Website 
The NPAG website includes a private members Area for each of the NPAG BVGs. Through these sites, BVG 
members can access and download meeting agendas, minutes, presentations and survey forms. The areas are 
password protected. 
 

MEMBERS REFERRAL SCHEME AND DISCOUNTS  
 
Members Referral Fee – Introduce a friend and get 1 meeting for free. 
 
A member referral resulting in another Trust / Organisation registering for full membership of the same group 
will result in the referring member qualifying for a one meeting discount* 
 
 
The discount applies to the full membership fee only (not applicable to the 2nd member rate).The discount will 
be applied once, at the start of the current meeting round. Mid round membership referral discounts will be 
processed at the start of the following year’s membership round.  
 
Multiple referrals will result in multiple discounts up to four referrals per meeting round.  
 
*Equivalent to £146.25. 
 

Second Club Membership - A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional 
Group. This does not apply to the £245 second member rate. 
 
Introducing our Try Before You Buy option. Simply attend the first meeting of a group’s new round, see what 
it’s all about and if you decide it’s not for you walk away commitment free*. 
 
*Try before you buy option is available to new members only. New members must inform NPAG in writing that they wish 
to ‘try before they buy’ prior to first meeting attendance. If the new member continues membership beyond the first 
meeting then the full group membership fee applies. 
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The NPAG organises and facilitates a national network of Best Value Groups that enables members to share 
experience, identify good practice; innovation and information to assist individual managers develop their own 
service improvement action plans. 

Clinical Engineering (North) BVG NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network 

Clinical Engineering (South) BVG NHS Sustainability Leads Network 

Estates Services (North) BVG NHS Transport and Logistics BVG 

Estates Services (South) BVG Nursing and Temporary Staffing BVG 

Facilities (North) BVG Operating Theatres BM Group 

Facilities (South) BVG Project and Programme Management Group 

Health, Safety and Risk Management Network Resilience Development Network 

Health Visiting and School Health Services DN New: Security Network 

IT and Connectivity Network Sterile Services BVG 

Coming Soon: Mental Health  Waste Management BVG 

National District Nurses Network   

 

For further information on the NPAG and our future activities, please contact Marie Cherry, Gemma Aitchison 
or Victoria Combes by telephone on 01245 544 600, or by e-mail on:  
marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
victoria.combes@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  
 
Some Group Testimonials… 
“As a newly appointed Theatre manager I have found the NPAG group extremely useful and supportive.  The sharing 
of idea's and issues has really helped me in my first year as a theatre manager, I look forward to continue to be a 
part of the group.” 
Service Manager, Hillingdon NHS Foundation Trust, Member, Operating Theatres BM Group 2015-16 
 
“NPAG Estates BVG is an excellent forum for fellow Estates & Facilities colleagues to get together to share 
knowledge and experience on compliance matters and managing an ever demanding service in the NHS. It helps to 
know that you are not alone and if you have an issue or raise a question someone will help with an answer. The 
presentations / guest speakers are always topical and provide you with a better understanding of what externally is 
available to help you run your busy workplace.” 
Estates Manager, West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust, Member, Estates South BVG 2015-16 
 
“I would just like to say that the contacts I have made have been of great assistance and would recommend the 
group to any Health and Safety professional working in the NHS.” 
Health & Safety Manager, Torbay and South Devon NHS Foundation Trust, Health, Safety and Risk Management 
BVG 2015 
 
 

mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:victoria.combes@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Available to all members of NPAG Benchmarking and Best Value Groups, and individual subscribers, the 
NPAGNetWork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within 
the overall NPAG membership. 
The response to questions raised has been excellent. The NPAGNetWork provides a managed forum for 
colleagues to share information - saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel! 
Questions raised in the past month have included the following topics: 

 Pathology waste policy 
 Facilities audit tool tools 
 Decontamination of portable medical equipment 
 Ward hairdressers 
 Laundering Heat Labile items 
 Fleet vehicle insurance 
 Use of latex gloves 
 Use of chute system for waste disposal 
 

Thank you all who have responded!  
For full details of how to use the NPAGNetWork, please contact the NPAG 
team on 01245 544600 or email: npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk 
 

 

Forthcoming NPAG Events 
Please visit www.npag.org.uk for all our current course, workshops, training & BVG meetings. 
Phone: 01245 544600 / email gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk /marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  
 

Occupational Health & Safety Modules  
Contact Gemma for further information. 
 
Putting the Patient First – Customer Care and Communication Skills in the NHS Training  
Onsite Workshop 
A one day workshop for NHS professionals, reinforcing customer care best practice so that patients receive 
the best possible experience through our people, always Putting the Patient First: 

 Understanding the impact of your own behaviour on others 

 How to handle challenging situations and people 

 Effective communication techniques 

 Understanding and managing patient expectations 

 Identifying how and why perceptions are formed 

 Proactive versus reactive behaviour 

 Demonstrating a positive attitude 

 Taking ownership 
Contact Marie for further information. 
 
7th December 2016, Hilton London Euston – Culture Change: Being the Change You Want to See 
Conference  
Contact Marie for further details 
 
8th March 2017, Ricoh Arena, Coventry – Theatres, Sterile Services and Decontamination Conference 
Contact Marie for further information. 
 
 

mailto:npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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REGISTRATION FORM 

 
Health Visiting & School Health Services Development Network 2016-17 
 
 

ORGANISATION 

 
ADDRESS 
 
 
 
 

Type of organisation:            NHS                        Social Enterprise                                    Other 
 
 

PHONE NO.        
 

Member 1 for a £585 fee (4 meetings)        Member 2 for an additional £245   

 

NAME 
 
POSITION 
 
EMAIL 
 
SPECIAL  
REQUIREMENTS 
(Dietary/Access) 
 

Reservations      Invoicing 
Please send completed booking form to:  If the invoice address is different from that  
(Photocopies acceptable)                                        above please enter address below  
National Performance Advisory Group 
East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 
The Orchards, Broomfield,  
Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7WS  
Tel: 01245 544600 
Email: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk    
www.npag.org.uk  
 

BOOKING CONDITIONS:   
A VAT invoice will be issued. VAT Registration No. 654 9195 01. VAT applies to any NHS organisation outside England and 
to any non-NHS organisation.   
 

Payment is due on receipt of invoice. DO NOT send payment in advance of receipt of invoice. When invoice is received, 
payment should be made to ‘East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.’ 
 

ALL cancellations must be in writing. Cancellations received up to 2 weeks before the date of the first meeting will receive 
a full refund less an administration charge of £100. After this date refunds cannot be made. A substitute is acceptable. 
NPAG cannot be held responsible for any travel expenses or accommodation costs in the event of a cancellation or 
postponement of a meeting, workshop or an event. 
 

A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional Group. This does not apply to the £245 
second member rate. 
 

I confirm that I have read and accept the above BOOKING CONDITIONS and would like to register as a member of the 
‘Health Visiting & School Services Development Network 2016-17’. Please invoice me for payment. 

 
Authorisation Signature ……………………………… Your Order Number…………………………………………………… 

  Cert No. 9210 

mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk/

